
BLACK LUNG

Coal workers' pneumoconiosis (CWP), also known as black lung disease or black lung, is caused by long-term exposure
to coal dust. It is common in coal.

When miners inhale dust, it deposits along their airways. Newer machines also cut through coal and rock
much more quickly than older models, generating more dust. Advertisement Silica dust comes off the rocks
that typically surround layers of coal in the mines. The particles are engulfed by resident alveolar or interstitial
macrophages and remain in the lungs, residing in the connective tissue or pulmonary lymph nodes. During our
first year, from June to May , working in Cabin Creek providing federally authorized black lung exams, the
incidence was 16 percent for black lung and about 6 percent for progressive massive fibrosis. You may
improve this article , discuss the issue on the talk page , or create a new article , as appropriate. The National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health NIOSH reported that close to 9 percent of miners with 25 years or
more experience tested positive for black lung in â€”, compared with 4 percent in the late s. And it is hard to
keep air flowing smoothly through these smaller mines, so dust concentrations may be higher in some spots.
Of the PMF cases pre, only 24 percent were silicotic. Dust suppression and proper ventilation of coal mines
can prevent the disease. More severe cases can require oxygen and possibly lung transplants. Some patients
are given oxygen to help with their breathing and are advised to stop smoking to prevent further decline in
lung function. How is it treated? New cases of black lung had been rare until recently, but this study suggests
that the incidence is rising. Risks include inhaling toxic gases, such as methane, carbon monoxide and
hydrogen sulfide; being crushed by roof falls or mining equipment; drowning when tunnels fill with water;
and injury in fires and explosions. Some of the most common symptoms include shortness of breath,
decreased exercise tolerance, chronic cough, coughing up phlegm and inability to breathe lying flat. Black
lung and silicosis often appear together because coal seams are found between rock layers that contain silica.
This causes problems that include chronic bronchitis, emphysema and fibrosis scarring. Silica dust is much
more toxic to the lungs, but little is known about its contribution to black lung disease at the molecular level ,
and researchers don't know how silica and coal or other dusts together might interact to influence the
development of disease. Advertisement A team from the University of Illinois at Chicago and the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health discussed two separate research projects during the conference,
both of which involved analyzing thousands of individual death data records and thousands of lung specimens
from deceased coal mine workers between the years and  These clinics are located in areas where miners live
so they are able to cultivate trust and develop strong bonds with the coal mining community. In the most
extreme cases a lung transplant could be done to help prolong the patient's life expectancy. Some of the ways
to prevent this disease include: not smoking, wearing ventilated masks when coming in contact with
potentially dangerous airborne particles, regular pulmonary exams, and becoming educated about the risks of
lung diseases in your work environment. This information is shared with miners so they can decide whether to
continue working in coal mining, but is kept private from their employers. September Learn how and when to
remove this template message After the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of became law in the United
States, the percentage of American miners suffering from black lung disease decreased by about 90 percent.
Such an increase can only be the result of overexposure to coal dust. Advertisement You see, the lung
specimens the team examined showed that the progressive massive fibrosisâ€”the most severe state of black
lung, better known as PMFâ€”that former coal workers suffer from has changed since  What do you think
could be causing more cases of black lung disease? Chest x-rays can detect the early signs of and changes in
CWP, often before the miner is aware of any lung problems. After thousands of miners went on strike in to
insist on compensation for black lung, benefit programs were developed. Progressive massive fibrosis leads to
premature death, with the outlook worsening with increasing severity of the disease. A high proportion of the
X-rays suggested that these miners had developed silicosis. Learn More in these related Britannica articles:.
The strict application of engineering controls such as dust suppression combined with ventilation systems in
all mining operations is necessary to limit exposure to respirable coal dust to levels below recognised
occupational exposure standards. It may be the best known occupational illness in the United States. These
cases generally require a number of years to develop. Underground mining is one of the most dangerous
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occupations in the United States. This close connection has allowed the clinics to employ creative ways to
tailor services to the needs of their local populations. Mine Safety and Health Administration rules took effect
in August, , that lowered maximum allowed dust concentrations for surface and underground mines, and
exposure by miners who have been found to be developing pneumoconiosis. One step patients can take is to
stop smoking, which also destroys lung tissue. The Queensland Resource Council has admitted it had become
complacent with regulations because no new cases had been reported in Australia for decades.


